Within the field of Cognitive Linguistics, Goldberg's (1995) approach to Construction Grammar offers a detailed analysis on the semantic constraints that affect the caused-motion construction. The present paper aims to revise one specific constraint which Goldberg tentatively states as follows: «if the action denoted by the verb implies an effect other than motion, then a path of motion cannot be specified» (1995:170). In doing so, we will study the behavior of some «contact-by-impact» verbs (i.e., slap, smack, whack, knock and hit) making use of the analytical tools provided by the Lexical-Constructional Model (LCM), developed by Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal (2007).
INTRODUCTION
The caused-motion construction has been extensively studied in Cognitive Linguistics. Goldberg (1995 Goldberg ( , 2005 has devoted considerable space to it in her proposals on Construction Grammar. The basic semantic structure of the construction specifies an argument role that causes the theme argument to move along a path designated by a directional prepositional phrase (X CAUSES Y TO MOVE Z). Goldberg (1995) presents five generalizations in relation to the semantic constraints that affect the caused-motion construction. The constraints variously deal with the kinds of situation that can be encoded by the construction. For example, it is observed that the theme argument does not make a cognitive decision in relation to movement (e.g. They frightened/*persuaded her out of the house). The theme entity is further presumed to move into the specified location (e.g. Sam asked/*begged John into the room) and non-direct conventional causation is admitted by the construction (e.g. Her new boss flew her to Madrid for a Conference, where in actual fact it was the air carrier that did the action).
In this research context, the present paper aims first to revise and improve one specific constrain that Goldberg (1995: 170) tentatively states as follows: «if the action denoted by the verb implies an effect other than motion, then a path of motion cannot be specified». To illustrate this constraint, Goldberg follows Jackendoff (1990) in making a distinction between verbs that pattern like hit and those that pattern like strike: He hit/*struck the ball across the field. 'Strike' verbs (e.g. assault, sock, spank, slash) require the impacted entity to be affected in a way that does not involve motion. 'Hit' verbs (e.g. slap, smack, whack, knock) , in contrast, would seem to allow the impacted entity to be or not to be affected. However, corpus evidence is not consistent with this purported usage pattern: Eight times he struck the ball out of the playing area, a feat worth six runs; Dunivant struck the ball across the face of the Norway goal; Amber McKenna socked the ball into the field; Zorakun dashed at Mikonu and slashed him into the air, jumped, avoided his magic attack and slashed him back down. In view of the evidence, we need an alternative hypothesis that deals with the data in a more accurate way. We will do so by making use of the analytical tools provided by the Lexical Constructional Model (LCM), as proposed in Mairal and Ruiz de Mendoza (2007) and Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal (2007) . One of the central areas of study of the LCM is the study of how lexical and constructional structure interact in a principled way. The model distinguishes a number of licensing and blocking factors on what its proponents have called lexical-constructional subsumption, i.e. the constrained incorporation of lower-level configurations into higherlevel configurations.
The second aim, which is related to the first, is to analyze some of the «contact-byimpact» verbs (slap, smack, whack, hit, knock) in the line of Goldberg's theory in order to achieve a more refined explanation. We will do so on the basis of the application of the LCM approach to semantic constrains. As a consequence of this analysis, we shall propose a continuum amongst these verbs that will account for their idiosyncratic differences in a way that, as we will contend, endows the existing analysis with greater descriptive elegance and consequently more explanatory power.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE LEXICAL CONSTRUCTIONAL MODEL
The Lexical Constructional Model is a recent approach to meaning construction developed by Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal (1997ab) with a view to making productive connections between projectionist and constructional approaches to the relationship between lexicon and grammar. In general, the projectionist view (e.g. Dik, 1997; Pustejovsky, 1991; Van Valin, 2005) postulates that syntax is motivated by the semantic configuration of the predicate-argument structure of lexical items. The constructionist view postulates the existence of more abstract and independent argumental configurations, of a semantic nature, into which lexical items are incorporated. Thus, the verb kill, which is transitive, in a projectionist account would be described as matching semantic role structure and syntactic configuration in terms of mapping the Agent-Predicate-Patient thematic configuration to the Subject-Verb-Object syntax. In a constructionist account, the same verb would be argued to unify its structure, at the semantic level, with the general structure of the transitive construction, which has slots for agent-type and objecttype argumental roles, whether these are prototypical agents or not. In this way, «I saw the cat» is a less prototypical case of transitive structure than «I killed the cat» (where the object is a truly affected entity) by virtue of the lexical predicate experiencing some sort of adaptation that allows it to fuse into the transitive construction. This is an advantage of the constructional approach over the standard projectionist accounts, especially because it allows us to determine the conditions under which a given lexical item may or may not participate in a given construction. For example, in The speaker addressed the audience with a few remarks, the verb «address» can form part of a transitive construction even if the speaker is not a prototypical agent (it is rather a communicator) and the remarks are not a prototypical instrument (cf. He killed the cat with a knife, where «knife» is a prototypical instrument). The verb «address» can also occur in an alternative construction: The speaker addressed a few remarks to the audience, which has been called the causedmotion construction (Goldberg, 1995 (Goldberg, , 2005 , with roughly the same meaning, but a number of different implications (in the caused-motion configuration the receiver of the message is not seen as if it were an affected entity, unlike in the transitive, but as the physical destination of the speaker's activity). In spite of this clear explanatory advantage, constructional models have one weakness when compared with projectionist theories in that the latter incorporate into their specifications indicators of syntactic projection that create the conditions to make the semantics-syntax mapping fairly straightforward. This is usually done on the basis of a logical structure specification based on Aktionsart distinctions like the ones proposed in Van Valin (2005) . The logical structure decomposes the lexical item into primitives that are bound to argumental variables. However, the logical structure descriptions are insufficient to explain why a given predicate can take part in many constructions, which results in the unnecessary proliferation of senses for lexical entries (with the consequent loss in explanatory elegance). Such descriptions provide little semantic information on the lexical items, which makes these models inadequate from the point of view of accounting for the full range of meaning implications of lexical items.
The Lexical Constructional Model integrates insights from the constructional and projectionist approaches in two ways: (1) it has developed a formalism for lexical description in the form of lexical templates, which contains not only logical form representations in preparedness for syntactic projection, but also a systematic semantic structure description with elements of world knowledge captured in the form of amalgams of semantic primes and lexical functions; the semantic and logical structures work on internally bound sets of variables; (2) it has developed a similar formalism for constructional descriptions and sets of constraints on the lexical-constructional fusion process; some of these constraints are internal (they deal with the compatibility between lexical and constructional specifications) and some others are external (they allow us to see features of some configurations as if they were features of a different kind that can be adapted to constructional requirements). To give an example, consider again the sentence: The speaker addressed a few remarks to the audience. The verb «address» is not a caused-motion verb and it does not typically take the message as a complement. So this would create an important internal mismatch between the semantics of the verb and the semantics of the construction. However, it is possible to adapt this verb into the causedmotion construction simply because it is possible to see a non-caused-motion predicate as if it were so provided that we can see the speaker as a doer of the action and the object as some for of «effectee».
EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS ON LEXICAL-CONSTRUCTIONAL SUBSUMPTION.
Before devoting ourselves to the close study of the «contact-by-impact» verbs presented by Goldberg (1995: 170) , let us first deal with some of the external constrains on lexical-constructional subsumption, which will be analyzed within the scope of the Lexical Constructional Model (LCM). Constructional subsumption has been defined by Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal (2007) as a cognitive process whereby core grammar (i.e. lower-level) representations are incorporated into other higher-level (i.e. pragmatic or discourse) configurations, thus yielding conceptual representation at these levels. Consider the following sentences: (1) we may wonder why is it possible to convert «laugh (at)» into «laugh»? According to Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal, the constructional requirement is to find a causative accomplishment predicate that will initiate the causal chain that results in the object of the action moving from one location to another. Since «laugh» is an activity predicate, without any causal and resultative component, the only way to make it part of the caused-motion construction is by reinterpreting the activity predicate as if it were a causative accomplishment predicate. Consequently, thanks to subcategorial conversion, a verb such as «laugh» can be subsumed into a higher-level configuration through the use of a metaphor (EXPERIENTIAL ACTION IS EFFECTUAL ACTION), acquiring a new «idiosyncrasy» that has a direct effect on the receiver in such a way that this receiver or effectee will move along a designated path. In words of Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal, sentence (2), as mentioned before, is based on the metaphor COMMUNICATIVE AC-TION IS EFFECTUAL ACTION, which again licenses a subcategorial conversion process whereby the receiver of the message is seen as if directly affected by the action of talking rather than as a goal of the message. Finally, the metaphor on the third example allows us to interpret the originally intransitive predicate «drink» in terms of a transitive structure of the actor-object kind.
We have just seen how the LCM addresses the activity of external constrains on the fusion of some verbal predicates into the caused-motion construction. Before applying this proposal to the set of verbs proposed by Goldberg in order to see whether the caused-motion construction licenses their use or blocks them out, we first need to take a look at the internal constrains on lexical-constructional subsumption. Once we have studied both internal and external constrains, we shall discuss Goldberg's analysis on «contact-by-impact» verbs.
INTERNAL CONSTRAINTS ON LEXICAL-CONSTRUCTIONAL SUBSUMPTION
Ruiz de Mendoza and Mairal state that lexical-constructional subsumption is also regulated by constrains that make reference to the internal semantic make-up of the lexical and constructional templates. Internal constrains on subsumption intend to specify all the conditions under which a lexical template may modify its internal configuration. Thus, they take the form of licensing or blocking factors that depend on lexical class ascription, lexical-constructional compatibility, and either predicate or internal variable conditioning of external variables.
The Lexical-Constructional Model has identified a number of internal constraints named: full matching, variable suppression, internal variable fusion, lexical class constraint, subevent identification constraint, lexical blocking, predicate-argument conditioning and internal variable conditioning. We will primarily focus on predicate-argument conditioning since not only is it crucial to the understanding of how «contact-by-impact» verbs behave, but it will also be our key to discuss Goldberg's proposal on the affectedness of the entity receiving the impact.
As Ruiz de Mendoza has noticed, sometimes a lexical template can place restrictions on the kind of instantiating element that we can have for a constructional argument. The constructional structure of the caused-motion construction could be paraphrased as Xpred-Y(=NP)-Z(=PP). In principle, the constructional template can take any verb participant role to instantiate the Y element, which can be either human or non-human (e.g. Jaime pushed Erin into the car; The sun slashed its way into the room). However, once the predicate and PP slots have been filled in, this choice constrains the kind of Y element that we can have. For example, in Anna loved me back into life, the Y element has been realized by a human verb role. It would be infelicitous to say that *Anna loved a chair back into live. A similar phenomenon could be found in Spanish. The sentence Ricardo le propinó un bofetada en la cara (lit. 'Richard gave a smack to his face', 'Richard smacked his face') is possible, whereas it would seem awkward to say *Ricardo le pegó un bofetada a la pared (lit. 'Richard gave a smack to the wall', ''Richard smacked the wall') since the nature of «pegar una bofetada» ('smack someone's face') requires a human Y element, and the PP «a la pared» ('to the wall'), once chosen, constrains the type of argument that we can select (e.g. Le pegó un golpe/ un puñetazo a la pared 'He hit the wall with his fist'). In this line of thinking, predicate-argument conditioning applied to the aforementioned verbs appears to be strongly related to the caused-motion construction as data reveals, having their Y element usually realized as a human entity rather than an object (Sharon slapped them out of the government, I have finally smacked myself out of denial, The Obama phenomenon quickly knocked her out of her complacency). Goldberg stated that verbs of the hit-class allow their direct objects to be unaffected or unaffected except for the particular effect of motion (1995:170). However, once again corpus data shows that the Y element is indeed affected by the particular effect produced by the predicate when subsumed into the caused-motion construction. Therefore, we may understand the direct object to receive the impact denoted by the verbal predicate, and by being unable to absorb the impact, to be forced to move along a designated path.
Another interesting idea is both related to the semantic nature of the verb and the election of the PP, which «symbiotically» constrain one another. That is to say, on the one hand, the selection of a verbal predicate is determined or constrained according to the prepositional phrase we have chosen. On the other hand, the semantic nature of the verb may license or tend more or less towards motion (once the PP slot has been linguistically realized). To make this point more clear, consider for example the verb slash defined as (http://encarta.msn.com/): -«Make cuts in something: to make long deep cuts in something».
-«Reduce or cut something short: to reduce or shorten something greatly». -«(Forestry) Clear growth by cutting: to cut bushes and undergrowth from a wooded area».
The semantic nature of slash refers to an action such as incision, a mainly slight movement within/into something. As a consequence, it is the very semantic nature of the verb that blocks out motion, which focuses more on the action of slashing/cutting than on the rather imperceptible motion caused by it. Notice, however, that when attached to common caused-motion prepositional phrases («out of», «into the», «across the», «off the»), slash appears to allow subsumption mainly with «out of» and in specific contexts, thus being perceived as a fictional-caused-movement of entities «out of» a designated place: Examples (4) and (5) are based on a force image-schema in which the subject is responsible for a change in the location of the object. That is to say, thanks to subcategorial conversion the predicate acquires an idea of metaphorical motion.
GOLDBERG'S ANALYSIS ON «CONTACT-BY-IMPACT» VERBS
In this section we will analyze the first group of «contact-by-impact» verbs that pattern with hit as described by Goldberg (1995) . Our aim is to study each verb class and its possible applicability to the caused-motion construction, while bearing in mind the possible internal and external constraints on lexical-constructional subsumption. Goldberg (1995:170) , following Jackendoff (1990a) , proposes a distinction between two verb classes. On the one hand, we have verbs like slap, smack, whack and knock which pattern like hit, whereas on the other, verbs such as assault, sock, spank, clobber, slash, bludgeon and impact pattern like strike. What distinguishes these two classes of verbs of forceful impact is whether the impacted entity is necessarily affected in a way that does not involve motion (cf. Fillmore 1970). Goldberg (1995:170) argues that all the verbs of the strike-class require that the impacted entity be affected (*With an open hand, the toddler struck the tree. The toddler struck his playmate. *Joe assaulted/bludgeoned/impacted the steel block. The disgruntled player socked the coach). As opposed to them, verbs of the hit-class, which do allow their directional to be specified, allow their direct objects to be either unaffected generally (hit, slap) Before continuing with our discussion and for the sake of clarification, we would like to emphasize the fact that while some of these verbs will show a clear inclination towards caused-motion, others will vary depending on the context, sometimes licensing it, some others blocking it out, making it hard to categorize them according to fixed behavioral patterns. The reason why this happens should not be believed to solely lie on the nature of the verb because, contrary to what Goldberg states, such a characteristic is not sufficient to know whether the caused-motion construction could be applied in every single existing context; but it is rather a combination of the nature of the verb plus the external and internal constrains (as proposed by the Lexical-Constructional Model) that truly accounts for their distinctions. In addition, it is hard to fully and/or uniquely consider those verbs according to their semantic nature since dictionary entries show a circular tendency when ascribing meaning to them. For instance, most lexicographic work either offers strike as a synonym of hit and vice-versa or provides similar definitions for both of them, such as «cause to experience suddenly, affect or afflict suddenly, usually adversely». Having a detailed, specific description of the distinctive features that could be found amongst these verbs, would facilitate the understanding of their internal semantic nature.
After a close study of the behavioral patterns of «contact-by-impact» verbs, as we shall see next, it is important to point out that grouping these two verb-classes into fixed categories depending on whether the impacted entity is affected in way that does not involve motion (Goldberg 1995:170) does neither account for their tendency towards caused-motion, nor does it explain the real semantic differences underlying their behavior. Taking into account that in one way or the other, the majority of these verbs allow subsumption into the caused-motion construction, it would be productive to propose a continuum of «contact-by-impact» verbs, with various degrees of categorization from the most prototypical examples to the less recurrent ones. A small graphic will be provided at the end of the present paper.
THE HIT-VERB CLASS: ANALYZING EXAMPLES
We shall now analyze the hit verb-class (slap, smack, whack, knock) , which according to Goldberg does not require an affected entity. In most cases the affected entity should not be human. Many examples will be provided with every relevant prepositional phrased («across the», «into the», «off the», «out of the») in order to cover any possible indication of motion. As corpus evidence reveals, slap seems to be a fairly prototypical example within our continuum, licensing the caused-motion construction with every prepositional phrase selected. Notice too that in the case of the verb we are dealing with, the semantic nature is indeed very revealing, as opposed to some of the verbs within the same class. Intuition already tells us that a verb defined as «hit somebody with an open hand/Strike sharply» (Oxford online dictionary, www.askoxford.com), would most likely accept caused-motion due to the nature of the impact. Further notice that in a way the nature of slap (as well as the case of slash) when applied to a human entity, also constrains the type of PP that we can have. That is to say, most likely we will not find prepositional phrases such as «across the field» due to the obvious impossibility of slapping a person and making the affected direct object move more than a couple of meters from its present location.
SLAP (9) She
In all these cases, the entity that receives the impact is understood to move along a designated path. This is so because the verb slap has suffered a subcategorial conversion process licensed by a high-level metaphor that allows an activity (contact-by-impact) verb like slap to shift to a causative accomplishment predicate which initiates a causal chain that results in the object moving from one location to another.
In relation to predicate-argument conditioning, we can observe that when the predicate and the PP slot have been filled in, the Y element allowed in the construction can be linguistically realized as a human entity approximately 95% of the times. All these evidences show that Goldberg's analysis concerning the unaffectedness of the direct object is not so, in the case of «slap». If the entity receiving the impact were understood to be unaffected, then caused-motion would not occur.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the prepositional phrase «into the» favors the occurrence of concepts like mundane/trance/stupor/frustration but blocks others such as *happiness/joy/poverty. This phenomenon has been explained by the Lexical Constructional Model through an internal constraint labeled internal variable conditioning, which arises from the internal configuration of the lexical template instantiating the predicate slot of a constructional template. The internal predicate variables place constraints on the nature of both the predicate and constructional argument. A clear example is supplied by the use of the verb «drive» to instantiate the caused-motion construction. The lexical template of drive contains an indication of loss of control for the object. Because of this, there is a tendency for the Z element to be axiologically negative and have frequent instantiations such as: desperation, panic, madness, frenzy, depression, apathy, rage, terror, etc. In the same way but less frequently than «drive», «slap» could require a negative Z element as it could be suggested that in order to get (somebody) out of a difficult, sad situation, a strong impact on the entity suffering such condition would be needed.
Finally, it would be interesting to take a look at the expression «vb. + (some) sense into the», which will appear in many of these examples. Ruiz de Mendoza has analyzed such phenomenon as follows: ««slap» is used to indicate manner in which the action is carried out. So we could find a more basic way of expressing the idea of 'causing someone to be reasonable' with a basic caused-motion verb, as in «put some sense into him». If we use «slap» rather than «put» it is because English allows us to conflate motion and manner of motion within the same structural slot of the caused-motion construction.
The interesting thing about using «slap» is that it is not a caused-motion verb (it is a «strike» verb, rather than a «hit» verb) in the standard Goldbergian analysis. However, it is used as a caused-motion verb, probably because it is semantically coerced into that verb-class. This form of coercion is possible through a high-level metaphor whereby the implicit result in «slap» (the way slap affects the object) is seen as caused-motion (another form of result, in fact). So, metaphorically one kind of resultant state (not involving caused-motion) can be seen as another kind of resultant state (involving caused-motion). Another interesting thing is that putting sense into someone is in itself another (low-level) metaphor: we use caused physical motion into a container to talk about causing a certain entity to attain a certain state. The high-level metaphor only affects the provisional reclassification of «slap» in terms of verb class. The low-level metaphor affects the change of state meaning implications». «smack» is defined as: «to hit somebody with a quick stinging and usually noisy blow with the palm of the hand / hit against something noisily: to strike against, collide with, or land in something with a sharp loud noise» (Encarta online dictionary, www.encarta.msn.com). Although this verb accepts caused-motion, it is interesting to highlight that instances with the verb to «slap» were more recurrent than with «smack». The semantic nature of the verb, along with the internal constraints proposed above that for the sake of abbreviation we should not deal with again, shows that probably caused-motion is less prominent due to the fact that «smack», according to its definition, focuses more on the idea of «noise» (noisy blow, sharp loud noise) produced by the impact that on the impact itself. It is important to notice that even though «whack» seems to participate in the caused-motion construction, instances like those were not so recurrent, in contrast to what is the case with the other verb cases. We could state that such a verb works with a causative interpretation in certain contexts, but its tendency to appear as a caused-motion verb is fairly scarce. Consequently, we shall consider these examples more as oddities than as consistent patterns. Moreover, «whack» works better with the prepositional phrase «out of», whereas it finds obstacles with «into the», «across the» and «off the». Consequently, once the PP slot has been filled, caused-motion appears as a marginal case. Neither hit nor strike license caused-motion in most contexts, even having been originally categorized as the most prototypical, general examples of «contact-by-impact» verbs. We should assume, therefore, that the caused-motion construction generally functions better with those verbs that specify manner of motion (slap, knock). Furthermore, another very plausible consequence of our first observation is that it is indeed the fact that hit and strike are basic level categories of «contact-by-impact» verbs, which causes caused-motion to be usually blocked out. In other words, the caused-motion construction requires in its most prototypical, enriched form: a) a causer of motion, b) an object that receives the impact, c) motion, d) manner of causing motion, e) manner of motion, and f) an instrument; thus, the more specific the predicate is, the easier the subsumption process into the caused-motion construction.
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Consider the following well-known examples: 1) He hammered the nail into the wall is most likely to be chosen than 2) ?He hit the nail into the wall, just because the former predicate specifies manner and instrument in which the Y element receives the impact. Hit and strike, as opposed to hammer, being basic level category verbs, and consequently, less sensitive to constructional parametrization, will most likely be avoided in their use when involving caused-motion. In sum, the less we parametrize a constructional slot when selecting a «contact-by-impact» predicate, the fewer the instances of caused-motion that we will find.
CONSIDERING A LAST EXAMPLE: «PAT SHOT SAM ACROSS THE ROOM»
Before concluding the present paper, let us deal, for the sake of clarification, with the «shoot» case pointed out by Goldberg, in order to make our statement clearer. Consider these two instances provided by Goldberg (1995:170 According to this linguist, the verb «to shoot» allows either the impacted entity (a) or the trajectory as direct object (b). Goldberg claims: «when a path argument is present, the direct object can only be interpreted as trajectory; it cannot be viewed simultaneously as trajectory and impacted entity». In this line of thinking, *Pat shot Sam across the room (Goldberg 1995:170) is incorrect because in her words, «if the bullet is understood to penetrate Sam, then Sam is necessarily affected in a way that does not involve motion, and so a path of motion cannot be specified». Interestingly enough, we have already seen that this example is possible in English. Therefore, we can indeed interpret that the bullet that impacted on Sam caused him to move across the room. That is to say, it is not so much that we view it simultaneously as a trajectory and an impacted entity, but as the fact that the trajectory is the consequence of the way in which the entity is impacted (in other words, the shot forces Sam across the room due to the probably intense impact received). Notice however that if a resultative effect is specified through an explicature, *Pat shot Sam dead across the room, then path cannot be present. We may refine Goldberg's tentative generalization (when applied to such verb) as follows: «When the action denoted by the verb implies an effect other than motion, a path cannot be specified if the non-motion effect has been made explicit». It would be incongruent to try to apply motion to an already specified non-motion state (dead).
CONCLUSION
As we have seen along the present paper the hit verb-class licenses subsumption into the caused-motion construction in different degrees. It is not so much a matter of considering if the impacted entity is necessarily affected in a way that does not involve motion (Goldberg 1995:170) , but rather of whether the nature of the verb along with the different constraints proposed, licenses or blocks out motion. Offering a continuum concerning various category levels on subsumption, would account for a more elegant way of classifying «contact-by-impact» verbs:
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